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class families. "The literature suggested that we
should all be interacting with children in one
certain way, which didn't necessarily serve other
ethnic groups," he says. Much of his research
explores the role of the family in the education of
young children, especially in Hispanic and Latino
families. His goal is two-fold: to provide a better
theoretical understanding of the diversity of child
development paths in the United States; and to
understand the specific teaching strategies and
resources of various cultures to provide a broader
range of options to parents and educators. "As
the demographics in the United States become
more diverse, it becomes increasingly important
to study cultural variations in parental teaching
styles and their impact on children's success in
school," he says. "Educators need a variety of
strategies to teach a diverse population."
His most recent study, funded by the National
Academy of Education and the Spencer Foundation, observed the way Mexican American
mothers teach their children the alphabet. With
a grant from the American Educational Research
Association/ Institution of Educational Sciences,
he is currently studying the role of Mexican
American fathers in the early teaching of their
children. "There is a push for parents to become
more involved, but little direction is offered
beyond that, " he says. "As early childhood
educators, we're trying to establish a bridge
between school and the family. We're preparing families, not just children, for school. This
research will influence how we ask families to
get more involved."
Moreno describes himself as a "process teacher" who focuses on developing students ' critical
reasoning skills. "My classes are very discussion-based- more of an interaction and a dialogue than a lecture," he says. He often invites
speakers from local child development agencies
Robert Moreno
and schools to address his students. Moreno
also encourages students to conduct their own
research by observing and comparing community agencies. "It's important for them to make
connections between theory and practice," he
says. "It's even more important for them to learn
ROBERT MORENO WAS LED TO HIS LIFE'S WORK BY NOTICING SOME- to think critically, because they will be making
thing wasn't right. As a graduate student at Stanford University studying decisions that affect people's lives. "
cognitive development in Mexican American families, he came across
Child development plays as large a role in
what was considered a very influential paper on the topic. But the infor- Moreno's personal life as it does in his profesmation didn't ring true for Moreno, now a child and family studies profes- sional life. He and his wife, Ramona, who works
sor in the College of Human Services and Health Professions. "I remember in the early childhood program at the Westside
thinking, 'This is wrong,"' says Moreno, who grew up in Los Angeles in a Learning Center in Syracuse, have five children,
Mexican American family. "But I didn't know exactly why, so I've spent ranging in age from 7 to 18 years old. "Having
the rest of my academic career developing the skills to articulate why I five children is a job in itself," Moreno says.
believed that information was incorrect."
"My family is the focus of my free time, and my
Moreno discovered that most research was based on white, middle- favorite hobby."
- Amy Speach Shires

Diversity in Child
Development
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Radha Ganesan

I

Achievement
with Purpose
INSPIRED BY THE PHILOSOPHY OF
Mahatma Gandhi, Radha Ganesan
G'OO, G'04 believes in and strives to
live by his words: "You must be the
change you wish to see in the world."
As a sixth-grader in Hyderabad, India,
she started an evening school for the
slum children of her neighborhood
and organized a variety of extracurricular activities for her peers.
"Service has been a big component
of my life," she says. "You can't
just have an intellectual conversation
about everything. You have to act."
Ganesan, a doctoral student in the
instructional design, development,
and evaluation program (IDDE) of the
School of Education, chose her field
of study with the goal of serving others. "The reason I got into education
was because I did not believe the educational system in India brought out
the best in me," she says. "I wanted to
fix it. " She studied psychology at St.
Francis College for Women in India
before coming to the United States
in 1994 to pursue a master's degree
in special education at the University
of Cincinnati. She earned a master's
degree in IDDE at Syracuse and stayed
for her doctoral work, an experience
she describes as intense, but worth
the effort. "Getting a Ph.D. gives you
time for reflection and affects your
outlook on life," she says. "It has
shaped who I am today."
Professor J. Michael Spector, chair
of the IDDE program, got to know
Ganesan when she worked with him
as a graduate assistant. "She's a
sincere person who takes her studies and life seriously, " he says. "Her

goal is to make a positive change in the world through educational technology." He
notes her work with the International Board of Standards for Training, Performance,
and Instruction and her dissertation, which examines the competencies required for
online teachers. "She is already starting to make an impact," he says.
Ganesan is active in the SU chapter of Asha for Education, an organization
dedicated to reducing socioeconomic disparity in India by promoting education
for underprivileged children. She received a 2003 Syracuse University Women of
Influence Award for her work with the organization, and a 2003 Ganders Merit
Award, honoring her leadership potential, academic performance, community service, and broad perspectives in the field of education.
In everything, Ganesan seeks to serve. Last summer, a "sofa for sale" ad launched
a unique friendship with an elderly woman who lived in the apartment next door.
"She said she was moving to a retirement home because she couldn't cook for herself anymore," Ganesan says. "My heart just melted. I started cooking for her that
day, and she's become my 'grandma.' I always joke about it and say, 'Buy a couch,
get a grandma for free.'" The woman has since moved into a retirement home in
Utica, New York, where Ganesan visits her once a week. "It's not about the amount
of time you spend with someone," she says. "It's the quality of the relationship."
After completing her doctorate, Ganesan wants to work on educational projects
with developing countries. She believes problems in educational systems are linked to
larger social issues and thinks the two must be solved together. Beyond her career, she
intends to continue living by her service mantra. "I really believe in the idea of paying
it forward ," she says. "There are so many people responsible for where I am today. In
the same way, I want to be directly responsible for the betterment of other lives."
-Tanya Fletcher
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others. "Peace is not just the absence of war,"
he says. "You can't stop the violence simply by
having two warriors come to a table and sign a
peace treaty, because the principles of warfare
continue. You have to change the fundamental
ideas of the society that lead to the enslavement
of others. That takes time." For example, early
American history depicts how whites were considered superior to blacks, and men greater than
women, he says. Generations later, the country
still struggles to adapt the values of equality.
In his classes, Campbell hopes to expand students' minds to challenge their paradigms and
to recognize the lens through which they view
the world. Campbell, for instance, points out
to students that European colonialists believed
Africans' relationship with nature was backward or savage; yet they dominated nature
and drained the natural resources from their
own countries, while Africans preserved nature
and wildlife. "Today, pharmaceutical companies
have appropriated that African knowledge to
turn it into medical products and revenue for
themselves," he says. "Africans' knowledge of
plants, animals, and genetic materials comes
from thousands of years of preservation. We
need to recognize the healing power of Africa."
He also shows students how African cultures for
centuries have employed knowledge of mathematical fractals-a concept characterized by
the repetition of similar patterns at ever diminishing scales. Campbell says African communities employ similar concepts in the way they
braid hair, design bowls, tell stories, and even
build round dwellings in circular formations.
"Mathematicians are teaching fractals, but they
neglect to mention its roots in African culture,"
Campbell says. "And where did literature begin?
Who invented writing and paper? Africans.
not incorporated into our educational
That's
Horace Campbell I
system or into what we teach our children to
look up to. Our challenge is to democratize the
system and create a genuinely anti-racist curEMERGING FROM THE RASTAFARIAN MOVEMENT AND THE REVO- riculum that teaches the real history of humanlutionary messages of musician Bob Marley, Jamaican-born Horace ity, not simply the history of Europe."
As a scholar who hopes to create a knowledge
Campbell seeks to transform society so it validates all people and charts
based on human values, Campbell consystem
worldwide
and
rights
civil
the
of
product
the
am
"I
peace.
for
course
a
independence struggles," says Campbell, an African American studies tinuously seeks opportunities to learn-through
and political science professor in the College of Arts and Sciences and the books, travel, and his interactions with othMaxwell School. "At that revolutionary moment, our attempt was to cre- ers. The former director of the Division of
ate a new world. How can we incorporate the intellectual and knowledge International Programs Abroad's (DIPA) center
systems of all human beings into a new system that doesn't place one in Harare, Zimbabwe, he recently spent a semester teaching and learning at the DIPA center in
superior to another? This is what I want to do."
While he hopes to develop a framework for all societies, Campbell Madrid; was a guest lecturer at Trinity College
focuses in his latest book on the conflicts in Zimbabwe. In Reclaiming in Dublin, Ireland; and gave the keynote address
Zimbabwe: The Exhaustion of the Patriarchal Model of Liberation (David at the University of the West Indies. "One of
Philip Publishers, 2003), he examines how Africans incorporated British my passions is gathering new knowledge, and
colonial ideas of male domination into their government and daily inter- I delight in expanding someone else's perspecactions, resulting in a continued cycle of warfare and violence. Campbell tive," he says. "When students recognize anothsuggests the country can reclaim its heritage by retreating from militarism er perspective, they come alive, and so do I."
-Margaret Costello
and building a new society based on principles of peace and respect for
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Mariana Lebron I

Getting a Good Start
THE FlRST-YEAR STUDENT EXPERIENCE AT COLLEGE CAN DRASTICALLY
affect academic success and future careers. Perhaps no one knows this better than Mariana Lebron, director of the Office of Orientation and Transitions
Services. "The success of new students is extremely important to the
University, " Lebron says. "Students bring with them new ideas, approaches,
and ways of examining critical societal issues. Syracuse University needs
to provide an environment in which they feel supported and challenged to
take those ideas to new levels and make them happen."
Since the office was established in May 2003, Lebron has been busy
facilitating discussions with students, faculty, and staff to determine what
makes new students thrive at SU. "The office is at the beginning of an
incredible endeavor to make a significant impact on the lives of students,"
Lebron says. "The chance to be a part of this and to develop a new office
is an honor and a privilege."
Her biggest accomplishment has been organizing Syracuse Welcome
Weekend: A Slice of SU Life, a student orientation program now in its
second year. The weekend involves hundreds of SU community members,

who volunteer to help move in new students,
provide campus directions and information,
set up tents for events, and assist with such
festivities as ice cream socials, comedy performances, and trips to the New York State Fair.
The weekend also features academic advising sessions, the Chancellor's Convocation,
and the Shared Reading Program, which help
set students on a successful academic path.
"Everyone comes together and works so hard,"
Lebron says. "The weekend really reflects well
on the SU community."
The main focus for Lebron is designing
activities that help first-year students make the
transition to SU, socially and academically. She
has started chat programs for students to meet
and talk with each other about issues that are
important to them. She is also working on a
newsletter for new students and establishing
a listserv, so she can communicate w ith students about their concerns more quickly and
efficiently. The office also collaborates with
other campus offices to co-sponsor programs,
speakers, and discussions geared toward new
students. "I've found that students want to
connect with others through clubs and organizations," she says. "Students want to take on
leadership roles, and they want to be engaged
in critical issues when they arrive at SU."
According to Lebron, everyone on campus
plays a role in new student success, whether
it's a faculty member who takes extra time to
answer a student's questions, a staff member
who is a role model for a work-study student,
or an upper-class student who serves as a peer
advisor. Lebron strives to do her part by meeting with new students several times a year to
talk about SU's offerings. "One of the most
rewarding aspects of my job is when students
call me to get involved," she says.
Lebron started working at SU in 2000 as the
assistant director of residence life and leadership
initiatives. She supervised full-time staff, oversaw four residence halls, and was at the helm of
a leadership development program for students.
Before coming to SU, Lebron worked at Kansas
State University as the assistant director of college advancement for student life. "I came to SU
because I read that its vision at that time was
to be a leading student-centered research university," she says. "I believe that is everything
higher education should aim to be. "
Lebron's positive experience at SU has encouraged her to create a first-year program that she
hopes, in the future, will set standards of excellence for other institutions to follow. She is confident this goal will be achieved. "Helping facilitate the development and implementation of
the first -year experience is a great opportunity, "
she says. "Celebrating our students and helping
them succeed is truly exciting." - Rachel Boll
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M. Bryan Legaspi I

Leading By Example
M. BRYAN LEGASPI '02, G'OS LEADS BY EXAMPLE. WHETHER HE STANDS
before his platoon of Army ROTC cadets for their early morning workout,
presents a Student Life Committee report before the University Senate,
speaks on behalf of commuting students before the University Parking
Committee, or volunteers to take on an assignment in his legal contracts
class, he lives the life of a natural leader. A third-year student at the
College of Law and master of public administration degree candidate at
the Maxwell School, Legaspi, as friend and classmate Jeremy Moon G'04
says, "leads quietly through his actions." "I like being of service," Legaspi
says. "I enjoy gathering opinions and concerns from a lot of people so I
can figure out how to best represent them. I take it upon myself to help
wherever I can."
Since the Jamesville, New York, resident came to the University as a
commuting freshman in 1998, he has been involved in many facets of
campus life. Lena Rose Orlando, who retired in May as associate director for student affairs, remembers her first interactions with him at an
Opening Weekend reception for commuting students. "His maturity, intelligence, and warm personality were quite evident," she recalls, "and as I
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spent time with him, I found many other admirable qualities." Legaspi helped form the group
Commuters Are Registered Students (CARS),
drafting its constitution and serving as its first
president. He assisted in establishing annual
picnics and evening get-togethers, creating an
e-mail listserv, and pushing for the renovation
of a commuter's lounge in the Schine Student
Center. "I always knew Bryan would be a 'mover
and shaker,' but never expected he would
accomplish all he has done in a short period of
time," Orlando says.
As an undergraduate, Legaspi had a triple
major in economics, international relations,
and Spanish language, literature, and culture.
Not only did he meet the excessive demands
of the three majors, he excelled. He graduated
in 2002 with a long list of accolades, including
appointment as a University Class Marshal and
as a Remembrance Scholar, and being the recipient of the Army ROTC's Military Order of the
Purple Heart award for leadership. He served as
an orientation leader for new students and as
president of three campus organizations: Sigma
Phi Epsilon, Sigma Iota Rho, and the Golden Key
National Honour Society, which named him the
2002 International Outstanding Leader of the
Year. "If someone needs something, he's the first
to volunteer," Moon says. "But he's not the kind
to tell people how things are done. He's very
humble. Most people who know him probably
don't realize how much he does."
Legaspi says strong relationships are crucial to
leadership and personal balance. "It's very easy
in this world to focus solely on work and forget
about family and friends," he says. "If you don't
make time for them, you lose out. I'm most
proud of the close friendships I've made with
people here in Syracuse, and I will take that with
me after I graduate."
Looking to the future, Legaspi aspires to be
a major player in improving national and international relations, either through a position in
federal government or with a non-governmental
organization. The desire to serve others and
fulfill his duties as an American citizen guides
his current career path. "If we help improve the
lives of people abroad, we might not have groups
like al-Qaeda," says Legaspi, who interned at the
U.S. Attorney's office in Syracuse last year and
worked at the Army's Judge Advocate General
Corps at West Point this summer. "If we actively
participate in the international community and
collaborate with other countries, we improve
our relationships in the world. "
Legaspi subscribes to a similar philosophy in
guiding his own interactions. "No one person
can really know everything," he says. "Having
people around to give you feedback and share
advice and their opinions really helps in making
a better decision."
-Margaret Costello
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lisa Maffiore

I

Culinary
Creativity
WHEN SINGER PHIL COlliNS PERFORMED AT
the Carrier Dome, he asked for a bottle of sake,
kept at a constant 98 degrees, to be placed in
his dressing room. The task of procuring the
Japanese wine and maintaining its temperature
fell to Lisa Maffiore '90, assistant director of
catering services. "Some of the strangest menu
requests I've had have come from performers,"
says Maffiore, who oversees the operation of
catering departments across campus as well as
the Goldstein Alumni and Faculty Center restaurant and catering service. Whether fulfilling the
whimsical wishes of performers, coordinating
decor, or developing the delectable dishes that
keep SU's catering menu fresh and appealing,
Maffiore is constantly on the move. "The variety of the work and the events keeps me on my
toes," she says. "Every day is new and different.
It's a real outlet for creativity."
Maffiore began cultivating her knack for the
culinary arts as a student in SU's hospitality management program, then housed in the
College for Human Development. Following
graduation, she worked as a dining supervisor at
the Goldstein Student Center on South Campus
and as catering manager at the Dome, where
she met her husband, Craig Maffiore '85, Dome
concessions manager. "We liked SU so much as
students that we decided to stay here to work,"
she says. In 2001 , Maffiore was promoted to
assistant director of catering services. Her experiences-which range from managing the everyday operations of the Goldstein Alumni and
Faculty Center to such large-scale affairs as athletic events, the Chancellor's Convocation, and
the Commencement Eve Dinner Dance-have
taught her the importance of proper planning.
Timing is especially crucial at Dome athletic
events, when catering revolves around kickoff
or the opening tip, Maffiore says. In addition to
supplying food to 38 private suites, she coordinates catering for the teams' locker rooms,
media crews, and the Orange Pack room, where
the Chancellor often holds pregame events. "It
took me a full year to understand the idiosyncrasies of all the events at the Dome, because each
season is different," Maffiore says. "After large
events, I'm always thinking about what went
well, what didn't, and how I can improve upon
that for next year."
Maffiore is constantly brainstorming new
ideas- and with more than 3,900 catering
events each year, she has plenty of opportunities to try them out. One of the largest events

she coordinates is the "Lunch on the Turf" that follows the Chancellor's
Convocation in the Dome each August. "We provide between 7,000 and
8,000 box lunches for new students and their families," Maffiore says.
"We literally work around the clock to get ready for it. " Along with catering and event planning, Maffiore oversees the catering service's budgets,
administration and policy issues, and human resources while supervising
28 full-time employees and 140 students or part-time employees. "She has
more energy than anyone I've ever met," says Mark Tewksbury, assistant
director for Dome operations and residential dining centers. "Her dedication to the University and to serving customers is amazing. It doesn't
matter if she has 25 events booked in a day-if a 26th calls, she'll find a
way to make it a success."
One of Maffiore's most memorable events occurred last spring, when
the University hosted the National Association of College and University
Food Services East Regional conference. For the conference theme, "Shake
it up in the Salt City, " Maffiore and her staff catered a '50s "shake, rattle,
' n' roll" lunch, complete with diner-style menus, soda bars for ice cream
floats, and waitstaff dressed as soda jerks. "We carried the theme through
everything, from the table linens to the menu to the staff uniforms," she
says. Whatever the event, Maffiore enjoys and takes pride in her work.
"It's wonderful once you get to the event and everything starts to flow,"
she says. "I thrive on that fast-paced environment. It's exhausting, but so
much fun. "
-Kate Gaetano
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Deans' list

This is the first in a series profiling
the University 5 academic aeans.

Enriching Communities
BRUCE LAGAY BELIEVES THAT VARIETY IS MORE THAN
just the spice of life-it's a way of life. From North America
to southern Australia, Lagay has traveled around the globe
and back during more than three decades in higher education. It's no surprise that as dean of the College of Human
Services and Health Professions (HSHP), his favorite part
of the job is, indeed, its variety. "From hour to hour I'm
involved in vastly different tasks, from discussing research
with faculty to raising money for the college to planning new
academic offerings," Lagay says. "It's exciting and rewarding
to be at the center of all this creativity and energy flowing
from our faculty, staff, students, and the communities we
work with. "
After earning a Ph.D. degree in social policy and administration from Brandeis University, Lagay began his professional academic career teaching at Rutgers University, where
he also served as associate dean of the Graduate School of
Social Work. Before coming to Syracuse, he spent 11 years at
the University of Melbourne, Australia, initially as a Fulbright
Scholar and later as head of the School of Social Work.
Since arriving at SU in 1998 to serve as associate dean
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of the School of Social Work, Lagay has
experienced myriad changes, including the
creation of HSHP in 2001 from programs
previously housed in the College for Human
Development, the College of Nursing, and the
School of Social Work. After serving as director of the School of Social Work fro m 2001
to 2002, Lagay was named dean of HSHP.
According to Lagay, open communication is
essential in the college, especially in light
of its rapid pace of change. "When a new
organization is created by joining a number
of units that have their own rich histories, it
takes time for folks to come together," Lagay
says. "It's important to listen and to facilitate
a climate that will allow differences to be
respected and a common vision to emerge."
Lagay credits faculty and staff with generating creative synergies among departments
that are resulting in a series of significant
achievements. Last spring, a research team
of faculty from the child and family studies, marriage and family therapy, and social
work programs received an $852,000 grant
from the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services to study the formation and
strengthening of healthy marriages, relationships, and families (see related story, page 10).
Another team of faculty and students from the
nutrition, nursing, and marriage and family
therapy programs, as well as from the School
of Education's exercise science department,
received $250,000 from the New York State
attorney general's office to implement a family-based child
obesity intervention program. Plans for a new degree program
in health and wellness management are under way, and a
new degree program in sport management will be implemented in fall 2005. "We are bringing our professions and disciplines together to move toward an interdisciplinary practice
of healthy community development in the broadest sense,"
Lagay says. "Whether it's sound nutrition, hospitality, sport
and leisure, or clinical and community interventions in health
and wellness with children, families, or the aged, it's all part
of the aim to assist in the enrichment of communities."
Lagay believes HSHP is poised to enter a new stage of
development in which it can flourish. "We have been able
to create a solid fo undation for the college, one that we can
now build upon," he says. At the same time, the arrival
of new Chancellor Nancy Cantor has further energized
the college. "Her vision for the University includes what
we see as a central role for HSHP, " Lagay says, noting her
emphasis on community collaboration in addressing critical
societal issues. "Both the University and HSHP are moving
in exciting new directions, and we are eager to work with
Chancellor Cantor and our colleagues across campus as we
go forward. "
- Kate Gaetano
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Creative Vision

The Deans' Cabinet, which brings together all of the
University's deans, has been an important resource. "It really
taught me how to be a dean," Brzozowski says. "The cabinet
is a built-in mentoring program that is only available to us
because we like and respect each other." She sees VPA as a
microcosm of the University, because it comprises five independent schools or departments that function as one college.
"That's why someone like me can be a dean of a college
like this," she says. "My focus is on setting priorities for
the whole." She refers to VPA as "the lucky college," largely
because of the intimate, creative environment it nurtures.
"By its very nature, this college is the heart and soul of the
University, " she says. "Here, it is all about relationships. You
can't teach someone to paint or sing without knowing who
they are, and without them knowing you."

IF SOMEONE WERE TO STAGE A MUSICAL ABOUT CAROLE
Brzozowski's career, they might call it The Accidental Dean.
And no one would be better equipped to play the lead role
than Brzozowski, a Syracuse native and 1981 Setnor School
of Music graduate who has worked at Syracuse University
since she was a 16-year-old "runner" during registration.
Brzozowski is the first to acknowledge that she came to the
deanship in an unorthodox manner, fueled more by curiosity
and heart than by ambition, and guided more by synchronicity and instinct than by intention. She rose through the
ranks at SU, while cultivating an impressive musical career
as a vocalist. "There are different ways to prepare for leadership," says Brzozowski, who
was named acting dean of the
College of Visual and Performing
Arts (VPA) in 2000 following College ofVisual and Performing Arts
the illness and retirement of
then-Dean Donald Lantzy. "For
me, it was more organic than
academic." Brzozowski brought
a team approach to the position
that proved effective, and two
years later, following a national
search, she was permanently
appointed to lead the college.
"It's so touching when you
think about it, " she says. "How
many major universities can say
the dean of their second largest
college was a secretary at the
institution 25 years ago? That
was my meaningful work for SU
then, and now I'm the dean. It
astonishes me every day."
Brzozowski credits her previous positions at the Universityincluding seven years as assistant dean of undergraduate programs and student services at
VPA and 10 years as director of
Her highest priorities for VPA are to enhance graduate
student services at the Whitman School of Management- with
training her to juggle priorities, a necessary skill in her role education and strengthen the college's identity as a creative
as dean. "My job is to create balance- not just fiscally, but community, both on campus and in Syracuse. Plans are in
also with my emotional support and my attention," she says. the works for establishing a performing arts center on cam"I have to know the places we need to strengthen and those pus, and Brzozowski hopes the college will one day have
we need to celebrate. " Her musical background, which ranges performance and gallery spaces downtown. "We're at a point
from regional theater and opera performances to more than of real opportunity," she says. "A lot of people know about
two decades of singing sacred music as a soprano soloist at the Setnor School of Music, the Department of Drama, or
area churches, also provided her with essential organizational the School of Art and Design, but we haven't yet made our
and diplomatic skills. "Think about music, " she says. "It is the mark as a college-as a creative community that links arms
ultimate in collaborative creative endeavors. You can't have around all those creative activities. We're bursting with talent
an orchestra without everyone 'bowing' in the same direction. here, and I think our next step is to have a more consistent
Even in the case of a diva who struts onstage, sings her aria, community presence. I don't know exactly how we'll do that,
and walks out, there is an entire structure behind her perfor- except we'll take the next best thing, the next best project,
and do it as well as we can."
-Amy Speach Shires
mance that works cooperatively to make it successful. "

CAROtE BRZOZOWSKI
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CATHRYN NEWTON
College of Arts and Sciences

Unearthing
the Future
CATHRYN NEWTON'S CHILDHOOD
was filled with the exhilaration of discovery- seeing plays, learning languages, mastering a piece of music-and
perhaps, most especially, gathering
invertebrate animals during underwater
ecology experiments near her coastal
home in Beaufort, North Carolina. Later,
as a 16-year-old Duke sophomore, she
participated in the research team that
discovered the long-sought wreckage
of the Civil War ship Monitor. "I had
the amazing opportunity to experience undergraduate research-from the
messy and boring aspects to the thrill
of being on a team that discovers something really important," she says.
Now, after 22 years as a paleobiologist, she still experiences that exhilaration when encountering the remnants
of ancient life. Using fossils, she studies
major periods of extinction to learn
about modern and future environmental conditions. Similarly, as dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences since 2000,
Newton has connected the school's
historic strengths and talented alumni
with her vision for its future. "One of
24

my greatest joys and challenges is to
imagine a college for students yet to
come," Newton says. "Like Merlin, we
must move between 'then' and 'now'
and then imagine what the college can
be." Newton bases her vision on her liberal arts education at Duke, where she
switched majors from French to geology
after an introductory course ignited her
interest in the history of life on Earth.
Among the world's foremost researchers on mass extinctions, Newton earned
a master's degree in geology at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill and a Ph.D. in Earth sciences from
the University of California at Santa
Cruz. In the early 1990s, she identified
a mass extinction through unusual rock
formations in Italy's Apennines that
occurred during the Triassic-Jurassic
period, most likely from a meteorite
impact. "One can look at these extreme
events in the fossil record and measure
them against the extinctions we see
today," she says.
Newton shares her infectious enthusiasm for discovery with students,
teaching courses in Darwinism and the
history of evolutionary theory. "If one
has the soul of a faculty member, one
must teach, " she says. "Teaching keeps
a dean real."

As dean, Newton has been breaking down barriers among the college's
diverse groups of scholars to encourage more collaboration. "The college is
more than a collection of departments, "
she says. "We need to drain the moats
between the traditional disciplines so
that no crocodiles live between them. "
Newton is particularly optimistic about
the new Life Sciences building, expected
to be completed by 2008, which will
bring together biology and chemistry
instruction and research. Another priority is expanding international education:
She has proposed new DIPA centers in
Africa, the Caribbean, and Latin America. "We're also finding innovative ways
of developing courses that have a travel
abroad component," she says.
Among Newton's greatest gratifications as dean has been discovering the
rich lineage of the college's alumni and
their commitment to liberal arts education. "We teach people to take intellectual risks and experience new areas of
study, " she says. "In studying Japanese,
quantum mechanics, or theories of government, not knowing what twists and
turns will arise, our students grow in
ways that constitute our finest contributions. That's precisely what the liberal
arts are about. " - Margaret Costello
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Orchestrating Success
WHEN DAVID RUBIN BECAME DEAN OF THE S.I. NEWHOUSE
School of Public Communications in 1990, he found a strong
faculty and a well-respected school built upon endowments
the Newhouse family had created. Yet Rubin felt he had his
work cut out for him. "The school's infrastructure made it
vulnerable to being left behind," he says. Among his first
initiatives was to reform its administrative structure. He
launched the career development center for students and
created a Newhouse development operation to reach out
directly to alumni. "As the computer era hit, we added the
physical infrastructure to support a fairly sophisticated hardware and software environment," he says.
Rubin likes results-and gets them. Under his leadership,
undergraduate applications have soared more than 60 percent,

DAVID RUBIN
S.l. Newhouse School of Publ ic Communications
topping 3,000 last year, while selectivity standards have risen.
New innovative graduate programs attract students from
around the world. Alumni involvement is intense, with more
than 2,700 graduates volunteering as mentors and contacts for
the Newhouse development network. Faculty enhancements
include the Knight Chair in Political Reporting, supported by
a $1.5 million endowment. Newhouse today is consistently
ranked among the top schools in the field by communications
professionals, academicians, and the popular press.
Though many have a hard time thinking of Rubin as
anyone but "TJle Dean," he was an influential journalism scholar long before arriving at SU. A native of Shaker
Heights, Ohio, he majored in American history at Columbia

University. While there, he developed an interest in journalism's role in a free society that led him to Stanford University,
where he earned graduate degrees in communications, and
met his wife, Christina Press. During a 19-year career as a
journalism professor at New York University, he taught communications law and media-and-society courses and founded
NYU's Center for War, Peace, and the News Media, which
assists journalists in covering U.S .-Russian relations. In 1979,
Rubin was appointed by Jimmy Carter to the President's
Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island, and he has
twice served as a Pulitzer Prize judge.
Rubin's focus on journalism has not narrowed his concept
of the school's broader concerns. "Journalism-including
print, broadcast, and photojournalism-now makes up less
than half of what we do at Newhouse," he says. "A majority
of our students are interested in public relations, advertising, filmmaking, and graphic design. This is a school that
embraces all of the dimensions
of public communications."
The multidisciplinary nature
of contemporary communications will be much in evidence
in the Newhouse complex's
third building, now in design.
" It will contain a convergence
lab that encourages student
collaboration in web-based
interactive media products,"
he says. "We will have much
more space for communitybuilding activities."
Of special appeal to Rubin
is the new 400-seat auditorium, suitable fo r chamber
music concerts . More than
an unabashed fan of classical music, he has written
on the subject for Harper's,
High Fidelity, and other magazines, and is a member of the
Syracuse Opera board. "One
of the things Tina and I have
enjoyed about Syracuse is the
chance to be players in the
classical music scene," says
Rubin, whose wife serves
on the Syracuse Symphony
board. "We're very interested
and involved in the health of serious music and Syracuse
stands up very well in that regard. "
After 14 years on the job and an enviable string of successes, the dean is not about to rest on any laurels. There's
a partnership in the works with a Canadian university for a
distance learning program in communications management.
He believes the new Goldring Arts Journalism Program (see
"Covering Art," page 5) is likely to be the best of its kind. He
is also exploring a semester abroad in India for film students
who, he feels, could learn something from Bollywood, the
country's film capital. "There's been great freedom for me and
the faculty to take this school in new directions," Rubin says.
-David Marc
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